The role of stereotypes and meta-stereotypes attribution in expressing threat related to social identity: the perspective of the need based model

Abstract

According to the needs-based model of socio-emotional reconciliation, after a conflict, victims of hostilities suffer from a threat to their social identity as meaningful and powerful actors and members of the perpetrator group experience threat to their identity as moral actors. These threats felt by victims and perpetrators can be expressed in the daily interactions through the stereotypes and meta-stereotypes attributions which play a big role in ingroup definition and evaluation and are structured along three dimensions: the dimension of sociability, dimension of competence and dimension of morality. When these identity threats are not addressed they can impede reconciliation process. In the present interview study we will explore the way the identity threats whose suffer victims and perpetrators of genocide against Tutsis according to NBM, are expressed in stereotypes and meta-stereotypes attribution and investigate if the meta-stereotype attributions have confirmed the stereotype attributions. It also examined if the stereotypes and meta-stereotypes that survivors and non-victims attribute to each other are structured along three dimensions: moral, social and agency, play a role in defining identity and determining its value.

The findings have shown that the stereotypes and meta-stereotypes that survivors and non-victims attribute to each other are structured along three dimensions: moral, social and agency play a role in defining identity and determining its value. The meta-stereotype attribution have confirmed the stereotype attributions and expressed identity threats whose suffer victims and perpetrators of genocide against Tutsis according to NBM. During the period following genocide the members of the survivors group were often stereotypically perceived and expected to be perceived by non-victims as cold, immoral and with valorized status. On the contrary, non-victim groups with inferior status were perceived and expected to be perceived as immoral and cold in the past. However at the period we conducted interview the stereotypes and meta-stereotypes attributed to non-victims has changed in a positive way.

Introduction

The genocide perpetrated against the Tutsi resulted in the deaths of about one million Tutsi and Hutu victims who were opposed to the genocidal ideology, killed by extremist Hutus and Interahamwe militia. As in other post-war and post-genocide cases, the Rwandan government, set up on July 19, 1994, faced the major challenge of re-establishing relations between groups previously involved in the conflict.

Various strategies exist to transform relations between these groups and promote post-conflict reconciliation. In order to restore harmonious relations, certain psychological models focus in general on one or two psychological elements involved in reconciliation, such us identity change, or restoration of relations based on mutual trust. Others emphasize on mutual acceptance, forgiveness and taking away emotional barriers. According needs-based model of socio emotional reconciliation, after a conflict, victims and perpetrator of hostilities suffer from different threats to their social identity. Theses identity threats have to be addressed and overcame in order to favor the reconciliation between the groups who were in conflict.

The needs-based socio-emotional reconciliation model (NBM) is best used in a context where the distinction between perpetrators and victims is clear. According to the needs-based reconciliation model, at the end of a conflict, victims suffer a threat to their identity as a powerful actor, and are likely to have feelings of victimization or anger. On the other hand, the perpetrators suffer from their negative moral image and fear of being rejected by the moral community of belonging.

These identity threats can cause different motivations for perpetrators and victims. The humiliated victims may revenge themselves to restore the power of their group or persecute perpetrators to recognize the wrongs and injustices they have caused to members of the victim group. In order to downplay their culpability, the members of the perpetrator group may, for their part, deny the painful consequences of their actions and / or their responsibilities for causing harm to the victims. This unilateral strategy allows one group to respond to its own needs and face threats to their identity, but they impede reconciliation. Nevertheless, an exchange interaction that may open to reconciliation is the one through which victims and perpetrators satisfy each other’s needs for empowerment and acceptance. In that line, the actors can recognize their responsibilities, apologize, offer compensations or reparations, adopt positive attitudes towards members of the victim group, demonstrate empathy and build friendships. All these actions and attitudes of members of the perpetrator group will allow victims to restore the power and self-control they had lost during the period of victimization. Victims can also forgive, accept compensation and collaborate with perpetrators. By giving pardon to the perpetrators, the victims satisfy the need for
perpetrators to restore their positive moral image which contributes to their integration into the social community.1 In this article, we didn’t focus on apology-forgiveness cycle, the present article explored if in the aftermath of genocide against Tutsis, the victims and members of perpetrators group suffered from the identity threats and the way they expressed it through the stereotypes and meta-stereotypes attribution.

**Extending the needs-based model to the dimensions along which are structured stereotypes and meta-stereotype attributions**

The needs-based model suggests that victims of hostilities experience threat to their agency. At the same time, members of perpetrator group suffer from threats to their identity as moral actors. They feel morally inferior and are concerned by social exclusion of their community moral.1 According to Shnabel24 the need based model is built on social-psychological theorizing that postulates two fundamental dimensions along which social judgment24 and stereotypes2,25 are structured: the agency dimension, and the moral-social dimension.2,26,28,29,30

The two dimensions structure stereotypes at the individual level28-32 and social group level33,34. A conceptualization of these dimensions shows that the agency dimension represents traits such as strength, competence and influence. The moral-social dimension refers to traits such as morality, warmth, and trustworthiness.5,26,36

The current study has shown the particularity and the importance of the morality dimension, which was for a longtime neglected in the traditional view within social psychological theorizing.4,37 proposed to consider morality as another dimension and not as a part of the sociability dimensions. For these authors, the morality dimension (honest, trustful) is different from the sociability dimension (warm) and agency (competent, intelligent, and influential). In the most of these studies, the success of the group in domains like the morality and sociability dimensions was not considered as important in in-group evaluation.6 Only the agency dimension was considered to be an important basis in positive in-group evaluation6,29,30 and for personal self-esteem.40 A valorized status in the competence domain was associated with a very strong in-group identification and in-group favoritism compared to the out-group.40-43 However, current research has demonstrated that morality was also strongly associated to in-group identification, in-group pride and positive evaluation.44,45 These three dimensions, competence, morality and sociability, play an important role in intergroup relations and intervene in how people evaluate in-group and out-group. Intergroup conflicts are not only manifested in direct violence in situations such as genocide and war but also in unequal social relations that favor some groups while depriving others.45 These inequalities are expressed in attribution of stereotypes to the out-group. Advantaged groups with a superior status are often stereotypically perceived as competent but cold and immoral. On the contrary, disadvantaged groups with inferior status are perceived as warm but incompetent.46

The needs-based model’s logic postulates that in the context in which group inequality is perceived as illegitimate, the needs and identity threats faced by advantaged-group and disadvantaged-group members should be the same to those of perpetrators and victims.23 An experimental study conducted by47 on students from clinical psychology department confirmed this logic. The findings from this study have shown that in the condition of illegitimate status difference, the need for agency of the disadvantaged group members was higher than among the advantaged group, while the contrary pattern was observed for the need for acceptance. However, no study has been conducted in order to investigate if the same logic of the needs based model is functioning also in stereotype and meta-stereotype attribution to the out-group between victims and members of the perpetrator group. Our concern in this study was to explore in a post-genocide against Tutsis situation, the way the identity threats whose suffer victims and perpetrators according to Needs Based Model are expressed in the three dimensions along which are structured the stereotypes and meta-stereotypes attribution and its evolution over the time.

**Objectives of the study**

a) To explore the way the identity threats whose suffer victims and perpetrators after genocide against Tutsis according to NBM are expressed in stereotypes and meta-stereotypes attribution along three dimensions: moral, social and agency and its evolution along the time.

b) To examine whether these stereotypes and meta-stereotypes that survivors and non-victims attribute to each other have changed over the time.

c) To investigate if the meta-stereotype attribution have confirmed the stereotype attributions and

**Method**

**Participants**

The study was conducted in 2011 at the Kibungo Institute of Agriculture, Technology and Education (INATEK) in the eastern province of Rwanda. The participants were students of the Faculty of Psychological Sciences and Education, 3rd and 4th year of license, and of Rwandan origin. The sample comprises 20 participants from the 300 participants who had previously participated in a quantitative study: 10 survivors and 10 non-victims. We conducted interviews with about 20 participants. The interview lasted between 20 and 30 minutes. Participants’ ages ranged from 22 years to 51 years at the time of the survey. The mean age 31 years with the standard deviation of 8.08.

**Procedure**

Following the collection of data for the quantitative study (Chapter 3), we returned to the Institute of Agriculture, Technology and Education of Kibungo (INATEK) to inform the Dean of the Faculty of Psychology and educational sciences that we needed participants for a qualitative study. The Dean agreed to give us access to the students and asked the teachers to facilitate the recruitment. Explanations on the study were provided to the students during the break to clarify that the persons eligible for participation were those who lived in Rwanda during the genocide and who participated in the first study. Many of the participants who were willing to participate remained at the end of the course and signed up on a sheet of paper. Only 20 participants were selected, the first 10 survivors and the first 10 non-victims on the list. Participants signed a free and informed consent form. Five of them took the interview on the same day and the others made an appointment. For obvious reasons linked with the post genocide context, it was not possible to use ethnic group identity. We use term “genocide survivors” and “non-survivor”: “a genocide survivor is anyone who was chased from 1/10/1990 until 31/12/1994 because

---
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of his/her ethnicity or ideology to fight against the genocide of the Tutsi”. Non victims (people who were in Rwanda during genocide against Tutsi but were not persecuted)

**Interview guide**

Semi-structured interviews were conducted in 2011 and conducted in Kinyarwanda. Some were conducted at INATEK and others at the Kigali Health Institute. All participants responded positively to the interview request. The interview lasted between 20 and 30 minutes. The interview guide was developed on the basis of documentation relevant to the subject and purpose of the study. As part of a longer interview, participants were asked to specific questions about perceptions:

a) Try to describe how you perceived the members of survivor group/ non-victim group (people who were in Rwanda during genocide against Tutsi but not persecuted) during the period just after genocide against Tutsis (from 0 to 3 years).

b) Try to describe how you thought members of the survivor group/ non-victim (people who were in Rwanda during genocide against Tutsi but not persecuted) perceived the members of your group during the period just after genocide against Tutsis (from 0 to 3 years).

c) Try to describe 17 years after genocide against Tutsis how you perceive the members of survivor group/ non-victim group (people who were in Rwanda during genocide against Tutsi but not persecuted).

d) Try to describe 17 years after genocide against Tutsis how you think members of the survivor group/ non-victim (people who were in Rwanda during genocide against Tutsi but not persecuted) perceive the members of your group.

**Analysis method**

Since our aim was to explore in a post genocide against Tutsis situation, the way the identity threats whose suffer victims and perpetrators according to Needs Based Model are expressed in the three dimensions along which are structured the stereotypes and meta-stereotypes attribution and its evolutions over time, we carried out a thematic analysis (Braun and Clark, 2006). This analysis implies an identification of the responses taking into account the questions being asked. After a discussion with colleagues on the categories identified in the interviews, the main themes and the sub-themes were differentiated. The schemas below, provides a detailed analysis of the categories, themes and sub-themes that guided us in the presentation of the results. Figure 1, below, provides a detailed analysis of the categories, themes and sub-themes that guided us in the presentation of the results.

**Results**

The objectives of this study was to explore in a post genocide against Tutsis situation, the way the identity threats whose suffer victims and perpetrators according to Needs Based Model are expressed in the three dimensions along which are structured the stereotypes and meta-stereotypes attribution and its evolution along time. We presented the different stereotypes and meta-stereotypes attributed to non-victims and survivors and structured its along the dimension of competence, sociability and morality.

**Stereotypes attributed to non-victims by survivors**

The stereotypes that the survivors attributed to the non-victims can be grouped in two dimensions: morality and sociability. These stereotypes have a negative connotation and highlight the immorality and coldness of non-victims. Nine survivors out of ten who attributed these stereotypes mention a certain evolution as the years progressed and reported that at the moment of the interview things were going well. Non-victims and survivors live well together, non-victims are considered as normal people, like other people. Two of these nine survivors reported that the non-victim group is heterogeneous. They pointed out various subgroups according to which stereotypes were attributed.

**Moral dimension**

The stereotypes that the survivors attributed to the non-victims concerned the moral and sociability dimensions. Immediately after the genocide, the survivors perceived the non-victims as genocide.

**Figure 1** Provides a detailed analysis of the categories, themes and sub-themes that guided us in the presentation of the results.
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Participants

| N° 1 | Survivor | Female | 22 years |
| N° 2 | Survivor | Male | 23 years |
| N° 3 | Survivor | Male | 25 years |
| N° 4 | Survivor | Male | 24 years |
| N° 5 | Survivor | Female | 51 years |
| N° 6 | Survivor | Female | 48 years |
| N° 7 | Survivor | Male | 31 years |
| N° 8 | Survivor | Female | 31 years |
| N° 9 | Non-victim | Female | 30 years |
| N° 10 | Non-victim | Male | 25 years |
| N° 11 | Non-victim | Female | 36 years |
| N° 12 | Survivor | Male | 28 years |
| N° 13 | Non-victim | Female | 26 years |
| N° 14 | Non-victim | Female | 36 years |
| N° 15 | Non-victim | Female | 36 years |
| N° 16 | Survivor | Male | 24 years |
| N° 17 | Non-victim | Female | 26 years |
| N° 18 | Non-victim | Female | 27 years |
| N° 19 | Non-victim | Male | 28 years |
| N° 20 | Non-victim | Male | 43 years |

No all survivors perceived all members of the non-victim group in the same way; some survivors attributed the stereotypes to the different subcategories of the non-victim group: “As the days progressed we were able to realize that non-victims are different. There are those who committed the atrocities and others who did not. The proof is that there are people who have been rewarded for hiding the survivors. These people who were able to hide the survivors are in good relations with the survivors. Those who have done nothing to help and save the survivors live with the survivors because they have no other choice. They always have a nasty heart. They are of them who are wolves and try to present themselves as lambs. There are others who have not been able to help the survivors but are not bad. These are Rwandans like so many others and live easily with the survivors” (Int.6). All the stereotypes that the survivors attribute to the non-victims are negative and relate to the period that directly followed the Tutsi genocide. Although most survivors report that after the genocide against Tutsis survivors perceived non-victims as cold and immoral, this was in the past and things have changed. This survivor mentions that non-victims should not be generalized. He goes so far as to announce three different categories of non-victims, including the category of the Heroic Helpers, who have been recognized and rewarded for saving people. These are called ‘indekemwa’ (moral exemplars) or “abarirnzi b’ijihango” (friendship protector). According to this participant, the relationships between survivors and non-victims depend on the category of non-victims to which they belong. In the next section we will examine the way non-victims think they are perceived by survivors.

Meta-stereotypes attributed to survivors by non-victims

In contrast to our predictions, no meta-stereotypes of competence were mentioned by non-victims. Briefly, six out of ten non-victims thought that they were perceived by the survivors as cold and immoral during the post-genocide period. They reported that at the time of the investigation things were going well. In the course of this investigation, the non-victims thought that they were considered as people who could help the survivors. Two out of ten non-victims point out that they cannot pronounce themselves on meta-stereotypes held by others with the pretext that they can’t know what others think. However, only one non-victim participant did not mention any change. Finally, three out of 10 non-victims stressed the variability of their in-group. They did not think that survivors perceived all members of the non-victim group in the same way.

Moral dimension

In terms of morality, participant 18 thought that survivors in the past perceived members of their group as people who wanted to exterminate them but now things have changed. “Currently, survivors perceive us as people with whom they are comfortable. This was not the case after the genocide. They perceived us like wild, guilty people who had no heart. I think the survivors saw non-victims as people who had nothing to give except kill.” However, there were two non-victims who thought that survivors do not perceive all non-victims in the same way. “We believe that survivors perceive some members of our group as people who regret what they have done and others as people who can kill the survivors any time” (Int.17).

Social dimension

Concerning the social dimension, among the meta-stereotypes attributed to survivors by non-victims are those linked to the lack of
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Confidence in the past. “Just after the period following the genocide, the survivors perceived us as people who should not be trusted. But it was understandable when we tried to consider what the survivors had just experienced or suffered” (Int.10). Two non-victims emphasized that they could not comment on how they think they are perceived by the survivors. “I cannot know how survivors perceive our group or what they think of us because I am not in their hearts. However, I can say that in our relations there is no problem, it is ordinary life. I think it is really difficult to pronounce myself on it” (Int 13). All of the meta-stereotypes of how non-victims think they are perceived by survivors generally relate to the period that directly followed the Tutsi genocide. These meta-stereotypes highlight the immorality of non-victims. In sociability, there is a single meta-stereotype showing that members of both groups felt that the members of their in-group were perceived by the members of the out-group as being cold. No meta-stereotypes of competence were mentioned by non-victims. We have just seen that, in the past, survivors perceived non-victims as immoral and cold, and that things have changed now. In turn, the non-victims thought that they were perceived by the survivors as cold and immoral and this had changed with time. In the next section, we will discuss the stereotypes attributed to the survivors.

Stereotypes attributed to survivors by non-victims

The results show that six out of 10 non-victims who attributed the stereotypes of coldness reported a certain evolution, a change as the years passed. They pointed out that at the time of interview things were going well. Among these six non-victims, only one spoke about the heterogeneity of the group of survivors, which plays a role in the attribution of stereotypes. Two non-victims among the six emphasized that they attributed certain stereotypes to survivors that are specific to the period of commemoration. Two non-victims only attributed stereotypes in relation to valued status and the moral dimension.

Moral dimension

Concerning the social dimension, participant 20, a non-victim, emphasized that the survivors were also perceived as threatening: “We perceived the survivors as people who could take revenge at any moment, but at present things have changed, we no longer fear. “ However, non-victim participant 17 did not perceive all survivors in the same way. “There are survivors who have gone beyond what happened during the genocide and who do not think much about for whom life goes on. And others who are always resentful and always want to harm non-victims.” (int 20)

Social dimension

On the social level, survivors were perceived by six out of ten non-victims as wounded and deeply sad during the post-genocide period. This sadness prevented them from approaching the non-victims, but now they had made great strides and the proof is that some were able to forgive the non-victims. Nevertheless, participant 17 did not perceive all survivors as vulnerable to the same degree: “There are survivors who have gone beyond what has happened, who are in good contact with the non-victims. And others who do not feel them and do not like the non-victims.” To this, the same participant added that the period of commemoration is a period in which negative perceptions are exacerbated: “... during the period of commemoration, survivors remember what happened: their families members, the parents they have lost. (...) Non-victims perceive survivors as people to whom they can not speak during this period. “Commemoration is a sensitive period that turns survivors back into the past, revives, and accentuates and changes perceptions and relationships.

Valorized status

In terms of higher status, the stereotypes attributed to survivors show that they are perceived as having a valued status. “I can say that I perceive survivors as lucky people because they are positively perceived in society. The survivors can neither feel the shame of their group nor be accused of genocide “(Int. 18). The results show that the stereotypes that the non-victims attributed to survivors are related to the moral and social dimensions, and higher status. In the aftermath of the genocide, the non-victims perceived the survivors as cold but right now things are going well. In the past there was no contact between the non-victims and the survivors but there was progress and with increased contact came a diminishment of negative stereotypes. The period of commemoration is a period that emphasizes this distance, however, and during which survivors are perceived by the non-victims as people who cannot approach the non-victims. Survivors have a valued status that allows them to escape guilt.46 Regarding the moral dimension, survivors pose a threat to non-victims. Survivors are perceived by most non-victims as cold and by some non-victims as immoral and holding a valued status. In the next section, we will discuss how survivors think they are perceived by the non-victim.

The meta-stereotypes attributed to survivors by the non-victims

Two survivors believed they are perceived by non-victims as immoral. In terms of sociability, nine out of ten survivors believed that non-victims perceived them as cold. Only one participant showed the difference between the meta-stereotypes that survivors attributed in the past and what they currently attribute to non-victims. The group’s variability in meta-stereotyping was also mentioned by the same participant. In terms of valorized status, seven out of ten survivors believed that non-victims perceived them as people with valued status.

Moral dimension

Among the meta-stereotypes attributed to non-victims in morality are those related to the fact that survivors believe that they constitute a threat to non-victims. “In the head or the thoughts of a non-victim, as a survivor, I am someone who seeks to harm him and seeks revenge” (int 7).

Social dimension

In relation to the social dimension, all survivors except one thought that they were perceived by the non-victims as enemies, but that at the time of the investigations things had changed. “Before, the non-victims perceived us as enemies but at the moment, you find that there are certain non-victims who have a heart. They see us as people, with whom they can be happy. Others are always ashamed and perceive us as people whom they are afraid to approach” (Int 12). On the other hand, participant 5 thought that the non-victims perceived the survivors as their witnesses to the charge: “Personally, I can say that we live as enemies. Non-victims perceive us as people who have testify against them during Gacaca jurisdictions, and caused their incarceration. We testified to show what they did and they were punished according to the law” (int 5). Participant 5 tended to consider all non-victims as culpable and her remarks tell us that Gacaca jurisdictions have a role to play in intergroup perceptions and creating new stereotypes.
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Valorized status

The meta-stereotypes attributed to non-victims by survivors in terms of competence can be divided into three categories: meta-stereotypes that show the non-victims perceived the survivors as people who have been self reliant after the genocide; as people who can never be suspected of involvement in genocide, or as people who benefit from assistance provided after the genocide. As participant 6 points out, some survivors think that they are perceived by the non-victims as people who have been self reliant: “Personally, non-victims perceive members of our group as people who have been self reliant from nowhere. Widows have been self reliant and move positively in life. The non-victims thought it was over for the survivors. The non-victims could not imagine that the survivors could become self reliant as they are today”. Survivors believed that they were enviied by the non-victims not only for their self reliance but also for the assistance they receive from the Fund to Assist Genocide Survivors. “We think there are some non-victims who perceive us positively and other non-victims who are jealous of us. They are not happy with the fact that survivors are helped by the Fund for Assistance to Genocide survivors. They perceive us as people who have advantages” (Int 16).

These benefits are not only material, but survivors think that they are perceived by non-victims as having psychological advantages: “I think that the non-victims perceive the members of our group as the people they envy. Because we were lucky to belong to a group that does not make us ashamed” (Int 2). According to participant 2, having the status of survivor permitted them to escape guilt and to access to a positive image. These meta-stereotypes attributed to the survivors confirmed the stereotypes that survivors attributed to non-victims. Survivors were perceived by most non-victims as cold and, by only a few, as immoral and with a valorized status. Most survivors believe that non-victims perceive them as cold and with a valued status. In accordance with the needs-based reconciliation model these stereotypes and meta-stereotypes reflect the survivors’ threat to restore this valued status and power. For non-victims, these stereotypes and meta-stereotypes highlight the moral image and the rejection of their group. However, for most participants, these stereotypes and meta-stereotypes concerned the past, and a few of them emphasized the group heterogeneity in stereotypes and meta-stereotype attribution.

Discussion

Our findings had shown that the threats to social identity whose suffer victims and members of perpetrators group after a conflict according to the needs based model11 have appeared in the content of the stereotypes and meta-stereotype attribution. These stereotypes and meta-stereotypes that survivors and non-victims attribute to each other are structured along three dimensions: moral, social and agency. The results of the interviews show that the stereotypes and meta-stereotypes related to having a valued status concerned only the survivors. No such attribution was made for non-victims. Survivors believed that they were perceived by non-victims as having valued status and benefits. The dimensions of sociability and morality appeared in the attributions of both groups. The two groups perceived themselves, and thought that the out-group perceived them, as cold and immoral. We would like to emphasize that the immorality of survivors is about revenge and the fact that survivors posed a threat to non-victims. This immorality falls within the framework of status valued in the eyes of the survivors because it goes in the direction of restoring power. These results are consistent with the needs-based socio-emotional reconciliation model. The restoration of power is sought after by the victims who lost it during the conflict.11 The moral image and acceptance by the victim group are sought by the perpetrators who had tarnished their image by becoming negatively involved in the conflict.

Indeed, the results showed that the meta-stereotypes confirmed the stereotypes. The manner in which members of the surviving group perceived those of the non-victim group, and vice versa was the way the non-victim group thought they were perceived by the survivors, and vice versa. The stereotypes attributed to non-victims and the meta-stereotypes attributed to survivors by non-victims were cold and immoral. The stereotypes attributed to the survivors and the meta-stereotypes attributed to the non-victims by the non-victims concerned coldness and valued status. In general, these various attributions concerned the past, except the valued status. According to our participants, at the time of the survey things were beginning to change. These results highlight the time effect in improving intergroup relation. The findings from this study have demonstrated that the non-victims and survivors perceived in 2011 that the relations between the Rwandan communities were warm but just after genocide cold they estimated that these relations were cold.

Moreover, for some participants, the negative stereotypes and meta-stereotypes attribution did not concern the whole group. The non homogenization of non-victim group is a phenomenon which should be fostered in the reconciliation process. Different studies have revealed that the distinction among the members of perpetrators, victims, bystanders, the passive and the moral exemplars constitutes the key in strengthening optimistic beliefs in reconciliation.40 Though that post-conflict situation has a reality which is different from periods of peace, we think that evolution over time and this group variability can play the role of compensating or attributing ambivalent stereotypes observed in cooperative or non-confrontational situations.6,25 However, we don’t have sufficient data for testing this hypothesis. A study that will examine if in post conflict or genocide context, the evolution of attitudes over time and group variability play compensating roles in stereotypes should be conducted in the future.

Despite the time and group variability, the results of this study show that some programs or policies put in place by the Rwandan government in post-genocide management play an important role in the process of stereotypes and meta-stereotype attribution. These programs are the Gacaca jurisdictions, the Funds for Assistance to Genocide Survivors and the Commemoration. There are meta-stereotypes attributed by survivors to non-victims who are related to the Gacaca jurisdictions. Survivors believed that non-victims perceived them as people who have testified against them during Gacaca jurisdictions. In addition, the Genocide Survivors Assistance Funds contributed after the genocide to the reconstruction of the lives of survivors who have become autonomous and self reliant. They thought that they were perceived as people with benefits, who are supported by the government because they receive assistance. They perceived themselves as having a valued status that can be envied by the non-victims. Commemoration is a sensitive period during which the relations between non-victims and survivors change. Some participants mentioned that there are some stereotype attributions that appear only during the period of commemoration of genocide against Tutsi.
Conclusion

Overall, the results underscore that our findings had shown that the threats to social identity whose suffer victims and members of perpetrators group after a conflict according to the needs based model were reflected in the attribution of meta-stereotypes and stereotypes. Members of survivors groups were often stereotypically perceived at the time of the interview as having valorized status but were perceived as cold and immoral in the period following the genocide. In contrast, members of the non-victim groups with inferior status were perceived as cold and immoral in the period following the genocide. The evolution over time and resistance to group homogenization has been advanced as having an impact in the stereotype and meta-stereotype attribution and intergroup relations. Finally, the present study also demonstrated that some programs or policies implemented by the Rwandan government in post-genocide management play an important role in the stereotypes and meta-stereotypes that survivors and non-victims attribute to each other. Our findings suggested several future research directions. One future study could explore responses in more depth and examine also if the colonial stereotypes about the ethnic group are still persistent. Another study can examine if in post conflict or genocide context, the evolution over time and group variability play a compensating role in stereotype attribution.

Limitation

We recruited a convenience sample. Our sample was diverse in terms of age, gender norms and social identity. Unfortunately, self-selection bias regarding who is willing to talk would change what people might report in an interview. Only those open to discussing these issues would have volunteered. Additionally, university educated may have different views than those with lower education and they represent a minority of the Rwandan people. Given that our analysis highlights the importance of the social context in peoples’ stereotypes and meta-stereotypes attribution to their in-group and out-group and the link between these attributions and threats related to social identity whose suffer victims and members of perpetrators after a conflict according to Needs Based Model, similar in-depth analyses of these processes with a larger sample which can consider intra-categorical difference are needed. A sample from where the group membership can safely be inferred such us young and old people, old versus new refugees, survivors, prisoners, people who participated in Gacaca, people from urban area versus rural area etc.
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